Abstract.-An intraspecific phylogeny was established for the New Zealand short-tailed bat Mystacina tuberculata using a 2,878-bp sequence alignment from multiple mitochondrial genes (control region, ND2, 12S ribosomal RNA [rRNA], 16S rRNA, and tRNA). The inferred phylogeny comprises six lineages, with estimated divergences extending back between 0.93 and 0.68 million years to the middle Pleistocene. The lineages do not correspond to the existing subspecific taxonomy. Although multiple lineages occur sympatrically in many populations, the lineages are geographically structured. This structure has persisted despite repeated cycles of range expansion and contraction in response to climatic oscillations and catastrophic volcanic eruptions. The distribution of lineages among populations in central North Island indicates that a hybrid zone was formed by simultaneous colonization from single-lineage source populations inhabiting remote forest refugia. The observed pattern is not typical of microbats, which because of their high mobility generally exhibit low levels of genetic differentiation and geographic structure over continental ranges. Although lineages of M. tuberculata occur sympatrically in many populations, genetic distances between them are sufficiently large to suggest that they may be considered evolutionary significant units or taxonomic subspecies.
New Zealand's endemic lesser short-tailed bat Mystacina tuberculata is a moderate-sized (14 g) microbat belonging to the superfamily Noctilionoidea (=Phyllostomoidea). The species is forest dwelling, with populations occurring only in extensive stands of tall old-growth forest (Lloyd, 2001 ). This bat was widespread throughout the forest that dominated prehuman New Zealand but has suffered massive declines as a consequence of extensive deforestation since human settlement began about 1,000 years ago. Of the three subspecies M. t. aupourica, M. t. rhyacobia, and M. t. tuberculata (Hill and Daniel, 1985) , only M. t. rhyacobia remain in high numbers on mainland New Zealand (Lloyd, 2001) . Seven populations of M. t. rhyacobia are known to persist within remnants of the almost continuous tract of old-growth forest ( Fig. 1) , which covered central North Island until deforestation during the period 1890 -1980 (McGlone, 1988 . Populations in the central North Island are large, each containing several thousand bats. Although adjacent populations are separated by distances of as little as 60 km, field investigations provide no evidence for movement between populations (Lloyd, 2001) . The bats forage in a variety of habitats, including forest margins, but they are rarely found far from forested areas, and dispersal over long distances outside of forest has not been documented. Radio-tagged bats remained within about 10 km of colonial roost trees clustered in the core of the population's home range. In the contemporary fragmented landscape, deforested areas between populations may hinder dispersal and have deleterious demographic and genetic consequences for the long-term viability of the populations (Lande, 1988) .
Estimates of the levels of dispersal among central North Island populations were required both to assess the impact of recent forest fragmentation and to interpret data on population trends and conservation management outcomes. Control region sequences were initially chosen for this task because they have been widely used both to examine intraspecific phylogenies and to investigate population gene flow, and hence dispersal, in many mammal species, including bats (Worthington Wilmur et al., 1994; Palumbi, 1996; Wilkinson and Fleming, 1996; Petri et al., 1997; Ingman et al., 2000) .
Preliminary phylogenetic analysis of control region sequences showed high levels of variation between and within populations, but the inferred phylogeny was poorly resolved. Nodal support was generally low throughout the phylogeny, and sequences from central North Island individuals were paraphyletic with regard to sequences from the other two subspecies, originally included as outgroups. Although the control region is suited to phylogeographic analyses over microevolutionary time scales of tens of thousands of years (Avise, 2000) , over longer time scales high levels of homoplasy can confound distance estimation and phylogenetic inference (Tamura and Nei, 1993; Ingman et al., 2000) . It is likely that divergence times among lineages of M. tuberculata exceed the working time scale for control region sequences.
Estimating phylogenies using sequences from a number of noncontiguous mitochondrial genes improves the probability of recovering an accurate phylogeny (Cummings et al., 1995; Otto et al., 1996) . I therefore chose to proceed using mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequences from three regions outside the control region both to establish a robust phylogeny and to confirm the occurrence of homoplasy among control region sequences. The regions selected for further sequencing were the ribosomal RNA 12S and 16S (rRNA) subunit genes and the entire protein-coding gene NADH (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide dehydrogenase) subunit 2 (ND2). These regions were selected for ease of sequencing and because together with the control region sequence they span the range of substitution rates in mammalian mtDNA (Lopez et al., 1997; Pesole et al., 1999) . Although the phylogeny inferred from control region sequences was not well resolved, it provided the best available information on genetic variation in the species and was therefore used to select a genetically and geographically representative subsample of individuals for further sequencing.
Partitions derived from the entire sequence of the four mtDNA regions were analyzed to establish a robust intraspecific phylogeny for M. tuberculata over its entire range. Reasons for the failure of analyses using control region sequences were investigated. Dates for major divergence events within the phylogeny were estimated. The origin of the phylogeny and the geographic distribution of lineages within it were considered in relation to New Zealand's palaeoecology. Detailed phylogeographic analyses to estimate gene flow between populations and elucidate recent population history are described elsewhere (Lloyd, 2003) . 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Collection Samples were collected from each of the 13 known populations of short-tailed bats (Fig. 1 ). Bats were caught in mist nets or in a harp trap placed at a colonial roost entrance, and biopsy samples were taken from the extended wing membrane with a 3-mm Stiefel biopsy punch. Two samples were taken from each bat, one from each wing, and immediately placed into liquid nitrogen or, when liquid nitrogen was not available, 70% ethyl alcohol. Samples originally placed in liquid nitrogen were transferred to a cryofreezer at −80
• C for long-term storage; samples in alcohol were stored at 4
• C.
Extraction, Amplification, and Sequencing of mtDNA
Before DNA extraction, samples stored in alcohol were rinsed in ultrapure water. DNA was extracted using DNeasy Tissue Kits (Qiagen). Four regions of mtDNA were amplified and sequenced: the 5 end of control region (5 CR) with adjacent tRNA, parts of 12S rRNA and 16S rRNA, and the entire ND2 gene with adjacent tRNA. Sequences of the 5 CR fragment were obtained for 232 individuals. The neighbor-joining (NJ) tree estimated from these sequences was then used to select a geographically and genetically representative subset of 28 samples for amplification and sequencing of the other three regions. Primers for the amplification reactions (Table 1) were selected using sequences for the entire mitochondrial genomes of the bats Artibeus jamaicensis (NC 002009; Pumo et al., 1998) and Chalinolobus tuberculatus (NC 002626; Lin and Penny, 2001 ). Existing primers were selected for these sequences from a primer database using the Fasta search in the GCG program (Wisconsin Package, version 10; http://www.gcgc.com/products). Where no suitable primers were available, new primers were designed using Oligo 4.03 (National Biosciences, Inc.). Amplification reactions were performed in 40-µl • C for 2 min, followed by 35 amplification cycles of denaturation at 94
• C for 30 sec, annealing for 1 min, and extension at 72
• C for 1 min, and then a final extension period at 72
• C for 4 min. Annealing temperatures for the four fragments (5 CR, 12S and 16S rRNA, and ND2) were 56
• C, 56
• C, 50
• C, and 57
• C, respectively. Amplification products obtained using the primer pair L-Pro15975(18) and H-CSB-D(20) were gel purified (QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit, Qiagen) to remove nonspecific amplification products. All other amplification products were purified using purification columns (QIAquick PCR Purification Kit; Qiagen). Sequences were obtained for both strands, with sequencing reactions undertaken using the flanking primers from the original amplifications. Additional sequencing reactions with internal primers (see Table 1 ) were required to sequence the entire ND2 fragment. ABI dGPT kits (Perkin-Elmer) were used for sequencing reactions for internal regions of the ND2 fragment, and all other sequencing reactions were undertaken using ABI BigDye kits (Perkin-Elmer). Sequences were generated with an automated DNA sequencer (ABI Prism Autosequencer, Perkin-Elmer).
Phylogenetic Analysis
Sequences were edited and aligned using Sequencher 4.1 software (Gene Code Corporation). Alignments obtained initially with the large gap option were revised manually and then trimmed to a minimum readable length. The identities of the amplified sequences were confirmed by aligning and comparing consensus sequences with registered sequences for the entire mitochondrial genome of A. jamaicensis, the closest relative of Mystacina with sequence available for the entire 463 mitochondrial genome. The consensus sequences for 5 CR and 12S and 16S rRNA fragments were also aligned and compared with registered sequences for M. tuberculata and Noctilio spp. (AF263222-AF263224; Van den Bussche and Hoofer, 2000) . The internal structure of the control region, as described by Douzery and Randi (1997) , was determined by multiple alignment with published mammalian control region sequences. High levels of primary sequence conservation for 12S and 16S rRNA sequences allowed their alignment without reference to secondary structure models. The reading frame for the ND2 gene was identified in Sequencher, and the amino acid sequences were aligned and compared with registered amino acid sequence for A. jamaicensis. Nucleotide sequences generated in this study were deposited in the EMBL/GenBank data library as accession numbers AY197012-AY197327.
All unique haplotypes for the 5 CR fragment were identified by examining pairwise differences among sequences. A phylogenetic tree was estimated for unique haplotypes by NJ analysis in MEGA 2.1 (Kumar et al., 2001 ) using the Tamura and Nei (1993) substitution model (TN93). Pairwise deletions were used for handling gaps and missing data. Clades containing only haplotypes from one of the four main geographic regions (Northland, central North Island, southern North Island, and South Island) were identified using the software package Tree Explorer 2.12 (Tamura, 1999) . The tree was used to select a geographically and genetically representative subsample of individuals for further sequencing of multiple genes.
Sequences of four amplification fragments (5 CR, 12S and 16S rRNA, and ND2) were obtained for individuals in the selected subsample. The alignment of multiple gene sequences was divided into two partitions for analyses: CR (control region sequences) and Ex-CR (the rest of the sequence excluding the control region). A third partition, Ex-CR Slow , was created from the Ex-CR partition by excluding ND2 third-position codon sites. Phylogenetic analyses of the multiple-gene data set were undertaken using PAUP * 4.0b8 (Swofford, 1998) , unless otherwise stated.
Sequences from different mitochondrial genes are not independent because they share the same genealogical history, but incongruence may arise from different selective pressures or substitution rates. The incongruence length difference (ILD) or partition homogeneity test (Farris et al., 1995) was therefore used to test for incongruence between the CR and Ex-CR partitions. The test was implemented using parsimony-informative sites only, 1,000 homogeneity replicates, and 10 random-addition tree searches per replicate.
Phylogenetic analyses were undertaken on the partitions separately and on the combined data by tree building using heuristic searches with three optimality criteria: maximum parsimony (MP), minimum evolution (ME), and maximum likelihood (ML). Because of the absence of a suitable outgroup, analyses were undertaken without outgroups, and trees were unrooted. To conserve phylogenetic information present in the distribution of indels for MP analyses, the first site in an alignment gap was considered a fifth base, and subsequent sites were converted to missing, thereby reducing the influence of long gaps. This option was not available for analyses other than MP. All other characters were equally weighted. ME and MP trees were found using heuristic searches, with stepwise addition employing 10 random-addition replicates to obtain starting trees, and tree bisection-reconnection (TBR) branch swapping. Where two or more trees estimated from an analysis shared the same minimum tree length, an Adams consensus tree was calculated.
The best models of sequence evolution for ML analyses of the partitions and the combined data set were selected using likelihood-ratio tests performed in a hierarchical manner (Frati et al., 1997; Posada, 2001) . NJ trees, estimated under the general time reversible (GTR) model of evolution (Yang, 1994) , were used as base trees to estimate the parameters and the likelihood of models for the partitions and combined data. Three substitution models and several rate-heterogeneity models were tested. The substitution models were F81 (Felsenstein, 1981) , HKY85 (Hasegawa et al., 1985) , and GTR. Two classes of rate-heterogeneity models were tested: gamma distribution with invariant sites (I + ) with either or both parameters (Gu et al., 1995) and site-specific rates models (SSR) with various numbers of rate partitions. The two classes of rate heterogeneity models (I + and SSR) are not nested and therefore cannot be tested against one another. Because of the extreme variations in substitution rates present in the data, eight rate categories were used to define the gamma distribution. Sequence partitions for the SSR model were identified a priori according to the functional properties of the sites. The sequence partitions were pooled into progressively smaller numbers of rate classes, using both the percentages of variable sites in each partition and relative substitution rates estimated for the NJ trees. Parameter estimates for the substitution and rate heterogeneity models for ML tree searches were obtained from the data using NJ trees. All ML tree searches were undertaken with empirical base frequencies and using heuristic searches with starting trees obtained by stepwise addition using the ASIS procedure, followed by TBR branch swapping.
Nodal support for trees was estimated by the nonparametric bootstrap method (Felsenstein, 1985) with 1,000 pseudoreplicates for ME and MP trees and 100 pseudoreplicates for ML trees. Both ME and MP bootstrapping were undertaken using heuristic searches with the simple stepwise sequence-addition procedure. Topological congruence of trees obtained with different partitions and analytic methods were quantified using the symmetric-difference tree comparison metric (Penny and Hendy, 1985) , which summarizes differences between topologies but has no statistical significance.
Spectral analysis (Hendy and Penny, 1993) , implemented in Spectrum 2.3.0 (http://taxonomy.zoology.gla. ac.uk/∼mac/spectrum), was used to visualize support for all splits in the data. Hadamard spectra were calculated for the partitions and combined data under 464 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 52 the TN93 model of sequence evolution. Because Spectrum 2.3.0 can only accommodate 18 sequences, analyses were undertaken on representative subsets containing 18 sequences. Trivial splits and splits with support values of <10 −4 were excluded from the displayed spectrum.
The extent of homoplasy in the partitions and the combined data set was assessed both with standard homoplasy indices (Nei and Kumar, 2000) and by estimating the proportion of homoplastic substitutions using ancestral character-state reconstruction under the likelihood criterion. The standard homoplasy indices, i.e., the homoplasy index, the overall retention index, and the overall rescaled index, were all estimated during MP analyses. Assessing the extent of homoplasy using ancestral character-state reconstruction involved assigning character states for all informative sites to each node of the ML (HKY85 + I + ) tree from the combined data set. Substitutions at each node were scored as either homoplastic (i.e., including reversals or parallel substitutions) or not homoplastic, and the proportion of informative sites with homoplastic substitutions was calculated.
The SH test (Shimodaira and Hasegawa, 1999 ) was used to compare the topologies of two hypothesized trees with the consensus tree obtained during this study. The hypothesized trees were Hill and Daniel's (1985) subspecific taxonomy and a simple geographic tree with sequences grouped into three geographically defined groups: Northland (No), central and southern North Island (CNI and SNI, respectively), and South Island (SI). The tree descriptions of the hypothesized trees are (No, CNI, (SNI, SI)) for Hill and Daniel's (1985) taxonomy and (No, (CNI, SNI), SI) for the simple geographic tree. Onetailed SH tests were implemented under HKY85, with log-likelihood scores estimated using a fully optimized model and 1,000 bootstrap replicates to generate the test distribution.
Lineage Divergence Times and Geographic Distribution
Divergence times.-To estimate divergence dates among lineages, trees were first estimated unrooted, and the root was subsequently located using both midpoint rooting and the standard outgroup rooting method. Midpoint rooting depends on approximately equal rates of evolution in different lineages, which seems a reasonable assumption over the relatively short time scale being considered in this study. In contrast, outgroup rooting is problematic because of difficulties arising from the use of distant outgroups to root trees (Hendy and Penny, 1989) . The closest extant relatives of Mystacina's are South American members of the Noctilionoidea, which diverged from Mystacina some time between 35 and 68 million years (MY) ago (Pierson et al., 1986; Kirsch et al., 1998; Kennedy et al., 1999; Van den Bussche and Hoofer, 2000) . Outgroup rooting was attempted using published mt DNA sequences for three South American members of the Noctilionoidea: ND2 and 12S and 16S rRNA from A. jamaicensis (Pumo et al., 1998 ) and 12S and 16S rRNA from Noctilio leporinus and N. albiventris (Van den Bussche and Hoofer, 2000) .
The molecular clock hypothesis was tested for data partitions and the combined data using the loglikelihood ratio test (Nei and Kumar, 2000) . Tests were undertaken for ML analyses under the HKY85 models with the best rate heterogeneity. The log-likelihood ratio test statistic δ was calculated as δ = 2(log L no clock − log L clock ). The test statistic is distributed as χ 2 distribution with n − 2 degrees of freedom, where n is the number of sequences. When the molecular clock hypothesis was rejected, the most divergent sequences were removed from the data and the test was repeated. When the molecular clock hypothesis was accepted, ML analyses were undertaken assuming a molecular clock, with divergent sequences removed where necessary.
Times of divergence between lineages were calculated from HKY85 corrected distances on the estimated trees using mean nucleotide substitution rate estimates for different mtDNA regions from six pairs of closely related mammal species (Pesole et al., 1999) . Rate estimates for CR-Left (1.94%/MY), CR-Centre (0.38%/MY), 12S rRNA (0.34%/MY), 16S rRNA (0.49%/MY), and tRNA (0.34%/MY) were used without modification. Estimates of the substitution rates for the three ND2 codon sites (0.33%/MY, 0.21%/MY, and 2.23%/My −1 ) were obtained from rate estimates for synonymous and nonsynonymous sites by assuming that 96%, 100%, and 30% of substitutions in first, second, and third positions, respectively, are nonsynonymous (Ridley, 1996) . The nucleotide substitution rate for partitions and the combined data set was calculated by weighting the rate contribution of the various regions according to their relative length. Because substitution rate heterogeneity (between lineages, time scales, and mtDNA sites) is pronounced for the mammalian control region (Parsons et al., 1997; Pesole et al., 1999) , the CR substitution rate was also calculated from the more reliable Ex-CR rate estimate using relative substitution rates computed for the Mystacina combined data set under ML + SSR.
Divergence times were estimated independently for the three partitions, the combined data, and the combined 12S and 16S rRNA sequences. Homologous 12S and 16S rRNA sequences from N. leporinus and N. albiventris (two of Mystacina's closest relatives) were used to estimate the divergence time for the two Noctilio species for comparison with the Lewis-Oritt et al. (2001) estimate of 1.1-2.75 MY ago. This estimate is considered reliable because it was obtained using cytochrome b, which evolves in a time-dependent fashion within the Noctilionoidea (Lewis-Oritt et al., 2001) .
Geographic distribution.-Each of the 5 CR sequences was assigned to the principal lineage that neighboring multiple gene samples belonged to on the NJ tree of 5 CR haplotypes. The geographic distribution of the lineages was then tabulated and mapped. The null hypothesis of no difference in the frequencies of lineages among central North Island and southern North Island populations was tested using the χ 2 goodness-of-fit test. 
RESULTS

Control Region Sequences
The 5 CR sequences were obtained for 232 individuals from 12 of the 13 known populations ( Fig. 1 ; Table 2 ). Because of storage problems, sequences could not be obtained for samples from North-west Nelson. Despite intensive field effort, only one sample was obtained from Omahuta in mainland Northland. The 5 CR sequence encompassed the 3 end of tRNA proline (40 bp), the entire CR left peripheral domain (CR-Left; 365 bp), and the 5 end of the CR central domain (CR-Centre; 108 bp), including conserved sequence block (CSB) F (27 bp) and CSB-E (38 bp) and part of CSB-D (9 bp). There was no significant difference (P = 1.000) in base composition among sequences for all sites or for parsimonyinformative sites. However, there was a slight bias in base frequencies toward adenine and thymine (A: 30.0%; C: 22.7%; G: 15.4%; T: 31.8%) typical of mammalian mtDNA control region sequences. The final alignment was 513 bp long, with an average sequence length of 506.1, because of insertion-deletion events (indels). Single-base pair indels occurred at one site in tRNA proline, five sites in CRLeft, and one site in CR-Centre. A number of multiplebase pair indels were present in the CR-Left. Twentyeight central North Island sequences exhibited five distinct multiple-base pair deletions in the region 61-78 of CR-Left (three 13-bp and two 2-bp deletions). One hundred fifty (29.2%) of the total 513 characters were variable, and 128 (25.0%) were parsimony informative. Although nucleotide substitutions occurred along the length of the sequence, there were several 15-38-bp regions without substitutions, corresponding to extended termination-associated sequences in the CR-Left and the CSB-F, CSB-E, and CSB-D in CR-Center. The highest rates of nucleotide substitution occurred in CR-Left at sites 60-80, 100-110, and 340-355. The transition:transversion ratio was 15.9 for all pairwise sequence comparisons, with slightly higher values for comparisons between populations (10.5-29.7; mean, 17.5) than for comparisons within populations (8.7-24.9; mean, 15.2). Nucleotide diversity (mean pairwise distance calculated using TN93) was 4.27%, with higher values for betweenpopulations comparisons (2.4-5.4%, mean, 4.3%) than for within-population comparisons (2.0-3.9%; mean, 2.9%). For comparisons with other studies, nucleotide diversity was also calculated for CR-Left. Nucleotide diversity for CR-Left sequences was 5.3%, with higher values for between-populations comparisons (3.2-6.5%; mean, 5.3%) than for within-population comparisons (2.4-5.0%; mean, 3.6%).
One hundred forty-seven unique haplotypes were identified. One haplotype was found in two populations (Whirinaki and Tahupo), and the remainder were restricted to single populations. The NJ tree estimated under the TN93 model from the 147 haplotypes comprised 10 geographically defined clades and three haplotypes not belonging to geographically defined clades (Fig. 2) . Polyphyletic and paraphyletic relationships are apparent on the tree, with haplotypes from different geographic areas intermingled. Low bootstrap and interior branch test values throughout the tree indicate that the tree was poorly resolved. On a consensus tree of 1,000 replicate bootstrap trees, only 58 of 113 nodes scored >50%. A representative subset of 28 samples was selected from among these geographically defined clades for further sequencing (see Fig. 2 ). The subset included samples from 11 of the 12 sampled populations (see Table 2 ).
Multiple Gene Sequence Characteristics
Further sequencing of the subset of 28 samples provided a 2,878-bp sequence alignment from four amplification fragments: 5 CR (512 bp), 12S rRNA (597 bp), 16S rRNA (565 bp), and ND2 (1,204 bp). The alignment included entire sequences for CR-Left, ND2, tRNA tryptophan, and tRNA alanine and part sequences for CRCentre, 12S rRNA, 16S rRNA, tRNA proline, and tRNA asparagine. Indels were present in tRNA proline, CRLeft, and 16S rRNA sequences. Four South Island samples had 1-bp insertions in both tRNA proline and CRLeft. Other indels in CR-Left were a 13-bp deletion in one central North Island sample and different 1-bp insertions present in one central North Island sample and one Northland sample. Six samples (five from central North Island and one from southern North Island) had a 3-bp insertion in 16S rRNA. Differences in the indels present in 5 CR sequences of the original sample and the subsample account for the difference in lengths between the two 5 CR alignments (513 bp vs. 512 bp).
The complete alignment of multiple gene sequences was partitioned into nine functional partitions, identified a priori according to their functional properties: CRLeft, CR-Centre excluding CSBs, the CSBs, 12S rRNA, 16S rRNA, ND2 Site1, ND2 Site2, ND2 Site3, and tRNA. The 12S rRNA and16S rRNA partitions are the 3 end of the respective genes. ND2 Site1, ND2 Site2, and ND2 Site3 are the first, second, and third codon sites, respectively, of the ND2 gene. The tRNA partition comprises tRNA Tryptophan and tRNA alanine with parts of tRNA proline and tRNA asparagine. These functional partitions were used to define partitions both for data analysis and for the SSR model used in ML analyses. There were no significant differences (P = 1.000) in base composition among sequences for all sites or for parsimonyinformative sites within the entire sequence or any of the functional partitions. However, there were significant differences (P < 0.001) in base composition among the nine partitions. Base composition biases against G were marked in CR-Left (14%) and the three ND2 codon sites (14%, 10%, and 5%, respectively). The first and third sites of ND2 had high proportions of A (43% and 47%), whereas third sites had a high proportion of T (44%). Among the nine functional partitions CR-Left, CR-Centre excluding CSBs, and ND Site3 exhibited the greatest variation with highest proportions of variable and informative sites and highest relative substitution rates (Table 3) .
Three partitions were created for analysis of the multiple gene sequence: CR, Ex-CR, and Ex-CR Slow . CR is a 472-bp sequence encompassing the control region. Ex-CR is a 2,406-bp sequence excluding the control region but including 12S rRNA, 16S rRNA, ND2, and tRNA sequences. Ex-CR Slow is a 2,057-bp sequence created from Ex-CR by excluding the quickly evolving ND2 third positions. The combined data set (i.e., the entire alignment of multiple gene sequences from M. tuberculata) contained 244 (8.5%) variable sites and 145 (5.0%) parsimonyinformative sites. Both variable and parsimonyinformative sites were divided approximately equally between CR and Ex-CR partitions (see Table 3 ). Removal of ND2 third sites from Ex-CR to create Ex-CR Slow more than halved the number of variable and parsimony informative sites. Relative substitution rates of 3.58 and 0.49 were calculated for CR and Ex-CR partitions, respectively, using the combined data under ML criteria with an HKY85 + SSR 2 model. Transition:transversion (9) 145 (5) ratios calculated from NJ trees under ML criteria using the HKY85 model were 31.0:1 for the combined data set, 30.8:1 for CR, 31.4:1 for Ex-CR, and 37.0:1 for Ex-CR Slow . There were 27 unique haplotypes for both the combined data set and the CR partition. The number of unique haplotypes declined to 23 for Ex-Cr and 22 for Ex-CR Slow . The mean and maximum uncorrected pairwise distances between haplotypes were 4.53% and 7.68% for CR, 0.88% and 1.88% for Ex-CR, 0.51% and 0.88% for Ex-CR Slow , and 1.46% and 2.20% for the combined data, respectively.
Phylogenetic Analysis of Multiple Gene Sequences
Although results of ILD tests showed no significant incongruence between either CR and Ex-CR (P = 0.734) or between CR and Ex-CR slow (P = 1.000), recent studies indicate that the ILD test has limited power to detect topological incongruence under most conditions (Barker and Lutzoni, 2002; Darlu and Lecointre, 2002) . Likelihood ratio tests indicated that HKY85 is the best substitution model for ML analyses of the partitions and the combined data, but the best rate-heterogeneity models differed. The best-fit models among the I + class of rateheterogeneity models were for the CR partition, I for Ex-Cr with or without the third codon sites, and I + for the combined data set. The best-fit SSR models were SSR 2 for CR, SSR 3 for Ex-Cr, SSR 2 for Ex-CR Slow , and SSR 4 for the combined data set. Although SSR and I + classes of models cannot be tested against one another, considerably smaller log-likelihood values obtained with the SSR models for Ex-CR (4288 vs. 4333) and the combined data (6152 vs. 6185) indicated SSR models may be a better fit for these data. In contrast, larger log-likelihood values obtained with SSR models for CR (1811 vs. 1723) and Ex-CR Slow (3351 vs. 3332) indicated I + models may be better than SSR models for these data. Recent investigations (Buckley et al., 2001a; Buckley and Cunningham, 2002) have shown that although SSR models often fit data well (presumably because they are derived from the pattern of variation in the data), they generally perform poorly and fail to recover true phylogenies. SSR models are susceptible to systematic error, which leads to underestimates of substitution rate matrices and branch lengths compared with I and models. However, Buckley et al. (2001a) noted that at the low levels of sequence divergence there is little difference between estimates from different models, as appears to be the case for the Mystacina data. The ratio of the sums of branch length estimates from SSR and the I + models are 0.85, 0.95, 1.01, and 0.92, respectively for CR, Ex-Cr, Ex-CR Slow , and the combined data.
Tree topologies estimated from Ex-CR and the combined data set using four different phylogenetic methods (MP, ME under HKY85, ML under HKY85 + I + , and ML under HKY85 + SSR) were generally congruent, with low values for the symmetric-difference metric for comparisons of topologies estimated using different methods from the same data (means of 3.6 for Ex-CR and 3.8 for the combined data) and from the two data sets (mean, 6.5) ( Table 4) . Removal of third codon sites from Ex-CR to create Ex-CR Slow caused slight increases in symmetric-difference metrics both within Ex-CR Slow (mean, 5.4) and for comparisons with the combined data (mean, 8.1). In contrast, topologies estimated from CR using different phylogenetic methods vary markedly. Symmetric differences for tree comparisons within CR (mean, 12.4) and between CR and the other data sets (means of 17.6 for Ex-CR and 14.7 for the combined data) were considerably higher than those for Ex-CR and the combined data (see Table 4 ).
Analyses of Ex-CR, Ex-CR Slow , and the combined data consistently recovered six monophyletic groups (Fig. 3) . These clades are geographically structured, with one clade (NL) restricted to Northland, three clades (NW, NE, and SN) restricted to the North Island, and two clades (S1 and S2) restricted to the South Island. The three North Island clades (NW, NE, and SN) overlap in central North Island, but NE extends into northeastern North Island, SN extends into southern North Island, and NW also occurs on Little Barrier Island in Northland. Analyses of the CR partition produced inconsistent results, with only three groups (NL, NW, and S2) consistently recovered as monophyletic (see Fig. 3 ). NE was monophyletic in all analyses of CR except MP, SN was only monophyletic in MP analysis of CR, and S1 was not monophyletic in any analysis. Bootstrap support for all six clades was strong for both Ex-CR (81-100%) and the combined data (69-100%) ( Table 5 ). Removal of the ND2 third codon sites from Ex-CR reduced bootstrap support for all clades; in particular, support for the SN clade dropped to 49%. Only NW and S2 received bootstrap support from the CR data. Spectral analyses of the data partitions separately and together showed similar patterns of support for the six clades (Fig. 4) . CR data provided little or no support and high levels of conflict for all clades. In contrast, Ex-CR data provided high levels of support and no conflict for all six clades. Removal of third codon sites reduced 468 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 52 TABLE 4. Symmetric difference tree comparison metrics for topologies estimated from CR, Ex-Cr, and combined data using different methods. Some values are below the mean (10.9), indicating that these topologies being compared are more similar than those with values above the mean. MP trees are calculated with characters equally weighted. ME and ML trees are calculated using the HKY85 substitution model. support slightly but also reduced levels of conflict for all clades, especially SN. The combined data provided high levels of support and low levels of conflict for all clades. The only consistent phylogenetic signal describing relationships between the six principal clades was for separation between the northern (NL, NE, NW) and southern (SN, S1, and S2) clades. This split was supported by all analyses of both the combined data and Ex-CR, with and without third codon sites. Bootstrap support was strongest (73%) in Ex-CR Slow and declined to 51% for Ex CR and 48% for the combined data. Spectral analyses of Ex-CR Slow showed moderate support for and no conflict with the split between the northern and southern clades (see Fig. 4 ). Lower levels of support for the split were accompanied by some conflict in spectral analyses of both combined data and Ex-CR. Within both the northern and southern groups of clades, relationships between clades were poorly resolved and best described as trifurcations. Among the northern clades, contradictory splits were recovered with different data and methods. The split ((NW, NE)NL) appeared in most topologies (MP, ML under HKY85 + , and ML under HKY85 + SSR) from combined data and one topology (ME under HKY85) from Ex-CR Slow . The other possible split ((NL, NE)NW) appeared in topologies from combined data (ME under HKY85) and Ex-CR (MP and ME under HKY85). Bootstrap support for the two contradictory splits among northern clades were similar (mean, 42%; range, 0-69% vs. mean, 39%; range, 0-75%). There was little support for and considerable conflict with any of the possible splits among the three clades in the southern group. The consensus topology exhibited a separation among northern and southern groups of clades and trifurcations among the clades within each of these groups: ((NL, NE, NW) (SN, S1, S2)). The result of an SH test comparing this topology with alternative topologies based on Hill and Daniel's (1985) proposed taxonomy and a simple geographic partitioning showed no support for the alternative topologies (P < 0.0001).
All measures of homoplasy (Table 6) showed much higher levels of homoplasy in CR than in Ex-CR partitions and intermediate levels for the combined data. There was very little difference in homoplasy levels for Ex-CR and Ex-CR Slow . The proportion of informative sites with homoplastic substitutions obtained by ancestral character-state reconstruction was over twice as high in CR (72%) than in the Ex-CR partitions (32.8% and 32.4%). The frequency distributions of homoplastic substitutions in the two partitions were also very different. Few sites in the Ex-CR partitions had more than one homoplastic substitution (6% and 8.8%), and none had more than two. In contrast, there were up to six homoplastic substitutions at a single site in CR, with 37.3% of sites having more than one and 18.7% having more than two homoplastic substitutions.
Divergence Times
Given the 35-68 MY divergence time between the outgroup and Mystacina, outgroup rooting provided inconsistent results, with radically different locations for the root on trees estimated with different phylogenetic methods and partitions. Midpoint rooting of all trees estimated from Ex-CR Slow consistently placed the root on the edge between the northern and southern clades. In contrast, trees estimated from Ex-CR are all rooted on the edge between the SN and the other clades, a short or nonexistent edge. The location of midpoint roots on trees estimated from the combined data varied. ML and MP trees rooted on the edge between the northern and southern groups of clades, whereas the ME tree rooted on the edge between the SN and other clades. Removal of the single most divergent sequence from the SN clade shifted the root on all trees to the edge between the northern and southern groups. Midpoint rooting was used for estimating divergence times.
Using the log-likelihood ratio test, the molecular clock hypothesis was accepted (P > 0.05) for Ex-CR and CR under both rate-heterogeneity models and for Ex-CR slow under the HKY85 + SSR 2 model. The hypothesis was initially rejected (P ≤ 0.05) for Ex-CR slow under the HKY85 + I model, but following removal of the most divergent sequence the hypothesis was accepted. The molecular clock hypothesis was also initially rejected for the combined data under both rate-heterogeneity models. Following removal of the most divergent sequence from the combined data set, the molecular hypothesis was accepted for HKY85 + I + but rejected for HKY85 + SSR 4 .
Nucleotide substitution rates estimates calculated from Pesole et al. (1999) directly were 1.59%/MY for CR, 0.63%/MY for Ex-CR, 0.36%/MY for Ex-CR Slow , and 0.79%/MY for the combined data. Modified substitution rate estimates calculated from the Ex-CR rate estimate and relative substitution rates in the combined data were 4.60%/MY for CR and 1.28%/MY for the combined data. Using unmodified substitution rates, the root divergence times estimated from CR and the combined data were very different: 3.040 and 1.332 MY, respectively. In contrast, using the modified CR substitution rate (estimated from the Ex-CR rate and relative substitution rates estimated from the data) the root divergence times estimated from CR and the combined data were similar: 1.051 and 0.818 MY, respectively. The same pattern was present in estimates of divergence times between principal clades or lineages. Using the unmodified CR substitution rate, the estimated divergence times between lineages were 1.906-2.407 MY for CR and 1.106-1.251 MY for the combined data, whereas using the modified CR substitution rate the estimated divergence times between lineages were 0.659-0.832 MY for CR and 0.679-0.768 MY for the combined data. This improved agreement between divergence times estimated from CR and combined data achieved with the modified CR substitution rate estimate indicates that the modified estimate is a better estimate of the true CR substitution rate. Divergence times from combined data were therefore estimated using a substitution rate estimate based on the modified CR substitution rate. Divergence times were estimated independently for the three partitions using the best model(s) for each partition (Table 7) . Estimates for the root divergence among the lineages range from 0.818 to 0.931 MY. Using a substitution rate estimate of 0.41%/MY and the HKY85 + I model, the root divergence time estimated for the combined 12S and 16S rRNA sequences of M. tuberculata was 1.080 MY. This estimate is only slightly higher than those from Ex-CR partitions and the combined data. Using this same method with 12S and 16S rRNA sequences from the two Noctilio species, the estimated divergence time for the two species (2.591 MY) was within the range of Lewis-Oritt et al.'s (2001) estimate (1.1-2.75 MY).
Nucleotide Divergence
A number of studies have used sequences from either cytochrome b or the left domain of the control region to investigate interspecific divergences in mammalian taxa. Because substitution rates for cytochrome b and ND2 in mammals are similar (Lopez et al., 1997; Pesole et al., 1999) , divergences between taxa using the two genes should be comparable. To facilitate comparisons of the results of this study with those of these other studies, nucleotide divergences in M. tuberculata were calculated for both CR-Left and ND2. Pairwise distances for the 28 sequences were calculated using the HKY85 model of nucleotide substitution. The mean of pairwise distance between the 28 CR-Left sequences was 5.6% (maximum, 9.8%), with between-lineages distances (4.5-7.8%; mean, 6.1%) nearly twice the magnitude of within-lineage distances (1.9-5.2%; mean, 3.6%). The mean of pairwise distances between all ND2 sequences was 1.30% (0-2.16%), with between-lineages distances (1.23-1.81%; mean, 1.46%) more than twice the magnitude of within-lineage distances (0.16-0.94%; mean, 0.62%).
Geographic Distribution of Lineages
The lineages are geographically structured, with each lineages having a restricted range (Fig. 5) . NL is found only in Northland. S1 and S2 are found only in South Island, with S2 restricted to Codfish Island, where it is sympatric with S1. The three lineages NW, NE, and SN occur sympatrically in three central North Island populations (Rangataua, Pureora, and Kaimanawa), but outside of these populations, the three lineages have separate ranges. NW occurs sympatrically with NL on Little Barrier Island. NE is found in northeastern North Island and SN in southern North Island. The null hypothesis of equal frequencies of lineages among central and southern North Island populations was tested using the χ 2 goodness of fit test. Cell sizes were increased by pooling Urewera with Whirinaki in the northeast and Tahupo with Tararua in the south. The null hypothesis was rejected (P < 0.001, χ 2 = 111.6, df = 10). The null hypothesis of equal frequencies of lineages was also rejected (P < 0.001, χ 2 = 51.5, df = 6) for the four central populations (Pureora, Waitaanga, Rangataua, and Kaimanawa).
DISCUSSION
Phylogenies Estimated from Control Region and Multiple Gene Sequences
Control region sequences alone do not provide a useful signal for investigating phylogenetic relationships within M. tuberculata. There are large symmetric differences among phylogenies recovered from control region sequences using different analytic methods, and nodal support within these phylogenies is generally low. There are also high levels of conflict for all signals in spectral analyses of control region sequences. Over the time scale of intraspecific divergence in M. tuberculata, heterogeneity of substitution rates within the control region has caused a high level of multiple homoplastic substitutions at some sites, which confounds the recovery of an accurate phylogeny. In contrast, phylogenies recovered using sequences from outside the control region were generally concordant, with high levels of nodal support throughout. There were also high levels of support and little conflict for signals in spectral analyses. The multiple mtDNA gene sequences provided strong support for the existence of six mtDNA lineages, or matrilines, within M. tuberculata, although relationships among the lineages were poorly resolved. There was some indication of a basal bifurcation separating northern (NL, NW, and NE) and southern (SN, S1, and S2) lineages, but support for this topology was weak. A conservative interpretation is that the basal node is a polytomy of the six lineages. The difficulty observed in resolving the relationships among the lineages probably reflects their rapid divergence rather than inadequate sequence data, because the sequenced regions were selected to span a wide range of substitution rates.
Comparison with Other Species
Although levels of divergence among the six lineages of M. tuberculata are similar to or greater than those reported for some congeneric New Zealand avian species (Baker et al., 1995; Boon et al., 2000) , they are considerably lower than those reported for congeneric bat species within the Noctilionoidea ( Lewis-Oritt et al., 2001; A. australis and 3.6-13.4% for congeneric noctilionoid bat species.
Despite the limited geographic range of M. tuberculata, sequence divergence levels within the species are similar to, or greater than, those reported within bat species ranging over continents (Webb and Tidemann, 1996; Petit and Mayer, 1999) . Mean divergence between control region sequences in M. tuberculata is 5.6% compared with ≤3% in other bat species, and mean divergence between sequences of ND2 in M. tuberculata is 1.3% compared with <2% for sequences of the comparable cytochrome b in other bat species.
In the absence of geographic barriers, most bat species have low levels of genetic differentiation and exhibit little phylogeographic structure over large geographical ranges (2,000-3000 km). This pattern is typical of highly mobile species and is presumed to result from active or recent gene flow among populations on a continental scale, with long-distance seasonal migrations playing an important role in many bat species. Intraspecific phylogeographic structure in the absence of geographic barriers, as found in M. tuberculata, has only been reported for three other bat species: Sturnira lilium and Carollia perspicillata (Ditchfield, 2000) , and Macroderma gigas (Worthington Wilmur et al., 1994) . Divergences between cytochrome b sequences from lineages within S. lilium and C. perspicillata (4.0-4.5% and 2.5%, respectively) are greater than divergences between sequences of the comparable ND2 from lineages of M. tuberculata (1.2-1.8%). Sturnira lilium and C. perspicillata are both members of the Noctilionoidea and range widely (3000 km) throughout South America. They are restricted to forest habitats, and consequently phylogeographic structure is presumed to be a result of Pleistocene forest fragmentation. Control region sequence divergence (2.3-6.1%; mean, 4.5%) among 473 populations of M. gigas scattered across 2300 km of northern Australia are slightly lower than that found among populations of M. tuberculata (3.2-6.5%; mean, 5.3%) over considerably smaller distances. Levels of control region sequence divergence within populations of M. gigas (0.0-2.13%; mean, 0.68%) are much lower than those within populations of M. tuberculata (2.4-5.0%; mean, 3.6%). Geographic structuring within M. gigas is presumed to be a result of strong female philopatry.
Sympatric lineages similar to those found in M. tuberculata have been reported from only one other bat species, Leptonycteris curasoae yerbabuenae (Wilkinson and Fleming, 1996) , another member of the Noctilionoidea. In this case, two lineages with 3% divergence in the control region sequences (cf. 4.5-7.8% for M. tuberculata) occur sympatrically throughout 3000-km range of this subspecies in South America. Wilkinson and Fleming (1996) suggested that the sympatric lineages are a consequence of long-range seasonal migration having increased the effective population size and hence the lineage sorting time for this subspecies.
Origin and Maintenance of Phylogenetic Structure in M. tuberculata
The middle Pleistocene date (0.93-0.68 MY ago) inferred for divergence among lineages of M. tuberculata is typical for mammals: 72% of intraspecific divergences dates reported for mammal species are Pleistocene (Avise, 2000) . Within New Zealand, the middle Pleistocene was characterized by the onset of both catastrophic volcanic eruptions in central North Island (0.75 MY ago; Healy, 1992; Stevens et al., 1995) and severe climatic oscillations (0.85 MY ago; Stevens et al., 1995) . These phenomena caused large fluctuations in the extent of forest and presumably the range of M. tuberculata throughout the late Pleistocene up to the time of human settlement. Catastrophic pyroclastic eruptions from rhyolitic volcanoes in the Taupo Volcanic Zone repeatedly destroyed forest across large areas of central North Island (Healy, 1992; Stevens et al., 1995) . In two of the most recent large-scale eruptions 20,000 and 1,800 years ago, all land surfaces in the Central Volcanic Region, a 20,000-km 2 area within central North Island, were destroyed by pyroclastic flows. Ash deposits, >100 mm deep, damaged forest ecosystems over much wider areas. Such episodes of extensive habitat destruction by vulcanism were followed by rapid regeneration within 200-300 years (McGlone et al., 1996) . Late Pleistocene climate oscillations caused massive fluctuations in forest cover throughout New Zealand. During warmer interglacial periods and interstadia, forest covered 85-90% of New Zealand (McGlone et al., 1993 (McGlone et al., , 2001 ), whereas at glacial maxima continuous forest cover was limited to Northland and the northwest North Island, with only scattered fragments of forest in favorable microclimates persisting elsewhere (McGlone et al., 1993) .
Initial divergences among lineages of M. tuberculata probably arose following contractions of forest habitat in response to either climatic fluctuation (South Island and southern North Island) or catastrophic volcanic eruptions (central North Island). Such range contractions would have fragmented the original population into subpopulations inhabiting isolated forest refugia. The subsequent persistence of phylogeographic structure despite repeated large-amplitude cycles of range expansion and contraction is surprising but has been reported previously for other taxa with ranges severely affected by Pleistocene climate oscillations, both in New Zealand (Buckley et al., 2001b) and in the Northern Hemisphere (Neigel and Ball, 1993; Stewart and Lister, 2001 ). Computer simulations of lineage dispersal patterns (Neigel and Ball, 1993) indicate that phylogeographic distributions can be remarkably resilient to repeated cycles of range contraction and expansion.
Since the middle Pleistocene, central regions of the North Island and most of the South Island have probably functioned as ephemeral population sinks with repeated cycles of extinction and recolonization from a small number of persistent source populations inhabiting isolated refugia. Long-term genetic isolation and the retention of ancient matrilines in the source populations is presumably a consequence of resistance to inward gene flow into established colonies. This resistance to inward gene flow may be a consequence of social behavior; strong female philopatry is common in colonial microbat species (Wilkinson and Chapman, 1991; Worthington Wilmur et al., 1994; Burland et al., 1999; Kerth et al., 2000) . Alternatively, resistance to inward gene flow could be a consequence of selection pressure, with ecological differences maintaining lineage separation, but given the level of lineage mixing in a broad range of forest types throughout New Zealand, this scenario seems unlikely.
The present day distribution of lineages in the central North Island almost certainly reflects recent recolonization accompanying reforestation after catastrophic volcanic eruptions 1,800 years ago. The presence of three sympatric lineages in central North Island populations is consistent with simultaneous colonization of the central region by the three lineages (NW, NE, and SN) from refugia in the south, northeast, and northwest of the North Island, respectively. Thus, the central North Island may be a hybrid zone (Hewitt, 2001) where lineages colonizing from three different refugia meet. Relicts of the source populations persist in the Tararuas to the south and in Urewera to the northeast. In the northwest, extensive forest clearance since human settlement has rendered the persistence of short-tailed bat populations unlikely. Holzapfel et al. (2002) detected a partially congruent phylogeographic structure for Dactylanthus taylorii, a root-holoparisitic flowering plant, and suggested that the geographic distribution of eastern and western clades in the central North Island resulted from simultaneous colonization of the Taupo Volcanic Zone from eastern and western refugia following postvolcanic reforestation. Alternatively, congruence may reflect the species association with Mystacina, which was historically its main pollinator.
The two lineages in the South Island (S1 and S2) probably survived the last glacial maxima in separate 474 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 52 refugia in northern South Island; the severity of the climate in southern South Island during glacial periods makes southern South Island refugia for M. tuberculata unlikely. Southern South Island populations probably arose during southward expansion from northern refugia following rapid postglacial reforestation of the South Island between 10,000 and 9,000 years ago (McGlone, 1988; McGlone et al., 1993; Stevens et al., 1995) . Alternatively, the two lineages may be survivors of sweepstake selection during postglacial range expansion from a single more diverse, now extinct, population.
The only comparable phylogenetic studies on widespread forest-dwelling taxa in New Zealand are for North Island and South Island brown kiwi, A. mantelli and A. australis (Baker et al., 1995) , and the cicada Maoricicada campbelli (Buckley et al., 2001b) . Estimated dates for the divergence between northern and southern clades are almost identical in all three studies: 0.89 MY ago for M. tuberculata and 0.9 MY ago for brown kiwi and M. campbelli. Congruent phylogeographic structures for these species provide evidence that there was no significant interchange of terrestrial fauna between the North and South Islands of New Zealand throughout the late Pleistocene. This view is consistent with Worthy and Holdaway's (1994) suggestion of a limited and intermittent land connection between the two islands during the late Pleistocene rather than the accepted theory of an extensive land connection until about 12,000 years ago (Stevens et al., 1995) .
Taxonomy
Ideally, identification of the appropriate taxonomic level of an organism should be based on concordance of two or more independent sources of evidence (Avise, 2000) . Because of the absence of recombination in mtDNA, different mitochondrial genes are not independent, i.e., they share the same genealogical history. In this study, genealogical inference was made from single locus mtDNA. Thus, the estimated phylogeny describes the mitochondrial genealogy, not that of the whole organism, and can only identify likely candidates for taxonomic status.
The most commonly used intraspecific taxonomic levels are subspecies and evolutionary significant units (ESUs; Ryder, 1986; Moritz, 1994; Mallet, 1995; Avise, 2000) . An ESU is one of a set of conspecific populations with a distinct long-term evolutionary history mostly separate from other such units (Ryder, 1986) . The ESU is effectively the same as a taxonomic subspecies, defined as a distinguishable group of individuals distinct from a biological species only in the tendency to produce intermediates in zones of overlap (Mallet, 1995) . Mystacina tuberculata has been divided into three subspecies (M. t. tuberculata, M. t. rhyacobia, and M. t. aupourica) (Hill and Daniel, 1985) . These subspecies are not readily distinguished in the hand and were originally defined on the basis of geographical occurrence (see Fig. 1 ) and a suite of morphological characteristics. Lloyd (2001) pointed out that the high degree of overlap in the principal metric (forearm length) used to define the subspecies raises doubts about the validity of the taxonomy. The phylogeny estimated in this study does not support the subspecific taxonomy proposed by Hill and Daniel (1985) . Although the geographic range of the Northland lineage (NL) corresponds closely to M. t. apourica, the existence of five other equally distinct lineages indicates a finer subdivision than proposed by Hill and Daniel (1985) . The geographic boundary that separates the ranges of M. t. tuberculata and M. t. rhyacobia (between southern and central North Island) does not correspond to any boundary between lineages observed in this study (Figs. 1, 5) . Widespread sympatry discourages the notion that the lineages identified in this study have taxonomic significance, but anthropogenic loss of the lineages' core ranges gives a distorted picture of the species phylogeography. All extant populations outside of Northland are in the peripheries of the historic ranges of the lineages, and most populations, especially in central North Island, are probably located within hybrid zones where lineages met during range expansion. I suggest that the six lineages of M. tuberculata identified in this study could be considered ESUs or taxonomic subspecies. 
